
 

World's largest Christmas light maze coming to Resorts 

World Las Vegas this holiday season 
(Courtesy of Tarah Chieffi, The Points Guy) 

The glittering lights that line the Las Vegas Strip are about to get even brighter when Enchant – the 

world's largest Christmas light maze and holiday market – comes to Resorts World Las Vegas this holiday 

season. 

Enchant is held annually in cities across the U.S. and typically takes over large sports stadiums like 

Tropicana Field in St. Petersburg, Florida, and Nationals Park in Washington, D.C. Last year, Enchant 

transformed Las Vegas Ballpark into a winter wonderland of twinkling lights, Christmas trees and holiday 

music. 

This year, Enchant is taking a gamble on a second Sin City location at Resorts World Las Vegas on the Las 

Vegas Strip. 

 

ENCHANT 

The event packs more than 4 million colorful Christmas lights into a 10-acre immersive, walk-through 

maze filled with twinkling trees, tunnels, animal sculptures and more. The surrounding Christmas village 
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offers ice skating, holiday shopping, live entertainment, sweets and treats and, of course, visits with 

Santa and Mrs. Claus. 

Also new this year, the Hallmark Channel is teaming up with Enchant as the event's first national 

sponsor. With hundreds of holiday films under its belt, the Hallmark Channel is a natural fit for the event 

— making the world's largest holiday light experience even more magical. Guests can snuggle up in the 

"Hallmark Cozy Christmas” lounge, partake in a Hallmark Channel wine tasting and participate in themed 

photo opportunities. 

Resorts World restaurants are joining the merriment with specialty cocktails and foods as well as an 

"Enchant on the Strip" overnight hotel package. Guests who book the Enchant package will receive a 

25% room discount, $35 daily beverage credit and complimentary self-parking during their stay. 

Enchant on the Strip runs from Nov. 19, 2022, through Jan. 1, 2023. Tickets go on sale Sept. 15, 2022. 
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